KOSEN-RUFU GONGYO MEETING SUGGESTED AGENDA & VIDEO
The Soka Spirit curriculum contains a suggested agenda and the video to be shown at your Kosen-rufu Gongyo meeting: [https://www.sgi-usa.org/monthly-downloads/](https://www.sgi-usa.org/monthly-downloads/).

SOKA SPIRIT CURRICULUM
Please find the weekly Soka Spirit study curriculum here: [https://www.sgi-usa.org/monthly-downloads/](https://www.sgi-usa.org/monthly-downloads/).
Region leaders should have the opportunity to share closing encouragement by adhering to the following rhythm:

- Week 1 - Zone–National Leader (for virtual Kosen-rufu Gongyo meeting)
- Week 2 - Region Leader
- Week 3 - Zone–National Leader
- Week 4 - Region Leader
(Region through national line leaders from any division can be invited to share encouragement.)

FOR REOPENED CENTERS

- In-person Kosen-rufu Gongyo meetings should have closing encouragement by a region through national leader who is living locally, unless otherwise notified.
- Local direction and instructions will be provided for members who plan to attend in-person at these centers.
- Zoom information will also be available for those who prefer to participate virtually.